Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, June 2017

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information taken from Amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com)

Reader’s Advisory
Check out the podcasts at 99percentinvisible.org.

99% Invisible is an independently produced radio show that focuses on design and architecture. It began as a collaborative project between San Francisco public radio station KALW and the American Institute of Architects in San Francisco.

Booklist

Architects


Architecture – China


Architecture – India


Architecture – Iran


Architecture – Italy


**Architecture – Japan**


**Architecture – The Netherlands**


**Architecture – United Kingdom**


**Architecture – United States**


**Architecture, Gothic Revival**

**Architecture, Medieval**


**Architecture, Modern**


**Architectural Archives**


**Architectural Design**


Moffett, Kenneth. *Forming and Centering: Foundational Aspects of Architectural*


Architectural Education


Architectural Practice


Architectural Theory


Building Types


Exhibitions


Historic Preservation


Landscape Architecture


Schaudt, Hoerr; Douglas Brenner. Movement and Meaning: The Landscapes of Hoerr

Masterworks


Sustainability


Moor, Terry. Reinventing an Urban Vernacular: Developing Sustainable Housing

Urban Design


